
Principal Financial Charitable Niche 

Principal Life offers a unique underwriting niche in charitable giving. 
While many carriers today require a previous history of giving to a
charity before allowing a gift policy, Principal does not.  First time
charitably inclined individuals now have the opportunity to use life
insurance in their gifting strategy. This is a proprietary benefit of
Lifemark Partner agencies. Call your local Dixon Wells office today for
more information.     

Nationwide Care Matters - Informal Care Giver Benefit 

Nationwide Care Matters linked benefit product contractually
guarantees it will pay a monthly benefit for care provided by an informal
caregiver.  CareMatters is an indemnity product versus a reimbursement
product; it pays a designated monthly benefit that can be used for any
purpose related to care. In over 50% of long term care situations,
primary care is provided by an informal caregiver, which is often a
relative or immediate family member. While the Nationwide product can
provide a monthly benefit for informal care, other companies may not
provide any monthly benefit.  To learn more about the Nationwide Care
Matters product, please  click here or call your local Dixon Wells
office.  

United of Omaha's GUL Skipped Premium
 
Mutual of Omaha's GUL product protects covered insureds from the
unexpected.  It especially works well in situations where a premium is
missed or skipped.  With some GUL products, if a premium is missed,
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the premium guarantee may be lost.  However, the Mutual of Omaha
GUL product  is designed to reduce the guaranteed period, but not
eliminate the guarantees completely.  For example, a Mutual of Omaha
GUL illustrated and sold with a no lapse to age 100 would
automatically reduce to age 89 if the premium in the 5th year was not
paid.  This feature protects the client against the possibility of the
premature lapse.  For an example of skipped premiums, please click
here.  Please contact your local Dixon Wells office for more
information.   
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